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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
58 - JUDAISM AND THE UNBORN CHILD - ABORTION: PART 2
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SUMMER 2017

To summarize so far:• All poskim agree that abortion is murder for a non-Jew.1
• Some poskim rule that it also murder for a Jew, just not subject to capital punishment for technical reasons.
• Other poskim rule that it not murder, but rather is included in the (Torah) prohibition of destroying seed/potential life. According to
one view, women may not be included in this prohibition.
• Abortion would also prevent the Rabbinic mitzvah to populate the world, in which women are included (according to some views).
• Other poskim rule that abortion is the Torah prohibition of unlawful wounding.
• Alternatively, abortion may be a rabbinic prohibition as it resembles murder.
NOTE: Nothing in this shiur (or indeed generally in this series of shiurim) should be taken as an indication of halachic psak in any given
circumstance. A competent halachic authority must be consulted on all relevant matters.

A] ABORTION AS UNLAWFUL WOUNDING
aht ihc kusd ihc iye ihc ktrahn raf ost vfnv kf tkt sckc kcujv tku 'urhcjc ihc unmgc ihc kucjk ostk ruxt
,tfvc ;hxuvk tka vru, vrhvzv ot 'u,ufvk ;hxuh tk (wd v"f ohrcs) wba 'vag, tkc rcug vz hrv iuhmb lrs vat ihc
ehsmv ,t vfnk rnuju ke tyujv

1.

t vfkv v erp ehznu kcuj ,ufkv o"cnr

The Torah prohibits wounding another person or oneself. Some authorities2 prohibit abortion on the grounds that it
constitutes an unlawful assault, either on the fetus or on the mother.

B] ABORTION IN THE FIRST 40 DAYS
vsbku vcebku rfzk ca, - t"n ouhk 'skuk ,aauj vbht - wn ouhk ,kpnv /whb,n

2.
/k vsb

The Mishna in Nidda states that a miscarriage before day 40 from conception does not cause tumat yoledet, which a
mother would normally have on the birth of a child.

thv tnkgc thn ohgcrt sg /// :tsxj cr rnt

3.

:yx ,unch

Chazal explain3 that, until 40 days gestation, the embryo is considered halachically as mere ‘bodily fluids’ of the mother.
This is ruled in halacha4. So too a pregnancy which ends before 40 day’s gestation does not cause Tumat Yoledet or
Tumat Met, and does not constitute a ‘birth’ for Pidyon Haben.
Does this distinction impact on the prohibition of abortion? The answer will depend on the reasons given above. If abortion is murder,
there is no concept of murdering mere fluids. However, if the prohibition is destroying potential life, there should be no distinction. If
the prohibition is wounding, again, there is no concept of wounding fluid, but there may be an prohibition to wound the mother.

1. See below for discussion of the age of the fetus and whether the non-Jew would be allowed to abort a fetus to save the life of the mother.
2. Such as the Maharit.
3. The context of this discussion is a bat Cohen who has become pregnant (through rape or seduction) from a non-Cohen. She is not allowed to eat terumah once it is established that
she is pregnant with a non-Cohen fetus. This does NOT however apply until 40 days’ gestation.
4. Shach CM 210:2
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rapt ktrahc odu vz kg drvb ubht b"cs vtrbu //// 'apb hreht tk tnkgc thnf huvs 'u,yhkek ouh wn hbpks r",f f"anu
/vru,v in ruxht ihts

4.

vx inhx d ekj rzghjt ,"ua

R’ Chaim Ozer Grodzinski rules that a non-Jew is not liable to capital punishment for terminating a pre-40 day embryo.
For a Jew, it would not be a Torah prohibition. This clearly implies that it WOULD be a Rabbinic prohibition.

C] ABORTION IN THE FIRST FEW DAYS AND THE ‘MORNING AFTER’ PILL
• Is there an argument that pre-implantation the status of the embryo is even lower?
• A pre-implantation embryo will certainly be treated no more strictly than any other pre-40 day fetus, for which termination would be a
rabbinic prohibition according to most poskim.
• Additionally, the morning-after pill is generally taken where pregnancy is uncertain. As such, there may be other grounds for leniency
in situations of need.5
• Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach permitted the morning-after pill (or emergency IUD) in the event of rape.6
• Iy’H we will address in coming shiurim the status of unimplanted embryos which have been genetically tested and found to have
abnormalities.

D] BREAKING SHABBAT TO SAVE A FETUS
/skuuv ,t ihthmunu vxhrf ,t ohgrenu ihfx ihthcn ',cac v,nu rcanv kg vcaha vatv

5.
/z ihfrg

If a woman dies in childbirth on Shabbat, we must break Shabbat to try and save the fetus.

:oa i"cnrv /,ufkv kgc ,gsk ihkkjn kkf ,uhj uc ihta ouh ohgcrt icn ,ujp rcug ,kmvc ukhptu ////

6.

h:j erp tnuh ktb,b icre

The position of the Behag and the Ramban is that this applies EVEN to a pre-40 day fetus
As such, we see that it is permitted to break Shabbat to preserve the life of an fetus, according to some authorities, even a fetus within
40 days. Rav Moshe argues that if Shabbat may be broken to save a pre-40 day fetus on the basis of its future life, is it illogical to
suggest that it may be terminated at will? Rav Waldenberg argues that it seems clear from the Behag that the halachic status of the
fetus is an entirely separate issue from whether Shabbat can be violated to save it.
If the fetus is indeed not yet considered ‘alive’, what is the justification for breaking Shabbat to save it? Although it cannot fall into the
category of ‘v’chai bahem’ which allows life to override most mitzvot, the heter to to break Shabbat can still be based on the status of a
fetus as a ‘life in potential’ and, as Chazal say (Shabbat 151b) ‘better to break one Shabbat in order to keep many Shabbatot’.7 On
that basis, the distinction between pre- and post 40 days becomes less clear.
Most poskim rule that abortion before 40 days is a Rabbinic prohibition, although do not allow it without some good reason. However,
the magnitude of reason to permit a termination before 40 days will be lower than that required to abort a fetus after 40 days.

E] ABORTION TO SAVE THE MOTHER’S LIFE
iht - ucur tmh /uhhjk ihnsue vhhja hbpn ohrct ohrct u,ut ihthmunu vhgnc skuv ,t ihf,jn skhk vaen thva vatv
apb hbpn apb ihjus ihta uc ihgdub

7.

u vban z erp ,ukvt ,fxn vban

The principal source dealing with abortion for medical reasons is a Mishna in Ohalot. This states that a fetus must be
killed in order to save the life of the mother. However, once the majority of the new-born has emerged from the mother
at birth, it may no longer be killed to save the mother since ‘one life cannot be taken to save another’. This is dealing
with a breach birth. In a normal delivery, once the majority of the head has emerged, the baby may not be harmed. This
is rules in halacha and would appear to indicate that abortion is permitted only to save the life of the mother.
5. See also http://www.jewishwomenshealth.org/article.php?article=50
6. see Nishmat Avraham, Choshen Mishpat 425:1:20
7. See Ramban Niddah 54b
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vhk vuvs 'udruvk uc ohgdub iht - uatr tmh kct 'unt ,t khmvku udruvk i,hbu tuv apb utk okugv rhutk tmh tka inz kfs ///
apb hbpn apb ihjus ihtu sukhf

8.

tmh vs :cg ihrsvbx h"ar

Rashi understands that the permission to kill a fetus in these circumstances, where the life of the mother is threatened, is
based on the fact that, before birth, the fetus is not defined as a ‘nefesh’ - a living being - and so can be killed to save a
living person. Once the baby has emerged, however, it IS considered to be a living being and thus cannot be killed to
save another person.

vk hpsr te thnans 'o,v hbta - !tuv ;sur ?htntu /apb hbpn apb ihjus ihta hpk 'uc ihgdub iht uatr tmh

9.

:cg ihrsvbx

The Gemara asks why one is not allowed to kill a child even AFTER it starts to emerge, since the child is threatening the
life of the mother. This permission would be on the basis of the din of ‘rodef’ - a pursuer. One is obligated to kill a
pursuer who is threatening the life of another person. Why not then kill the partially-born baby? The Gemara answers
that this is not a true case of a ‘pursuer’. Since the baby is a natural cause of danger, it is as if the mother were being
pursued ‘by heaven’ and we do not intervene by killing the baby.
Note that the ‘lower-grade’ status of rodef is not because the fetus is innocent (as is argued by Catholicism) but because it is natural.
An innocent rodef could still be a rodef - eg if A is about to shoot B, mistakenly thinking he is an animal, one is justified in killing A if
there is no other way to stop him.

rcugv lu,jk r,un skhk vaen thva vrcugva ohnfj uruv lfhpk /;surv apb kg xujk tka vag, tk ,umn uz hrv
apb hbpn apb ihjus ihta uc ihgdub iht uatr thmuvan otu 'vdruvk vhrjt ;surf tuva hbpn shc ihc oxc ihc vhghnc
/okug ka ugcy uvzu

10.

y vfkv t erp apbv ,rhnau jmur ,ufkv o"cnr

Although we stated above that Rashi explains the justification for aborting a fetus to save the mother was because the
fetus is not a ‘nefesh’, the Rambam does not take the same position. Rather, he explains that the fetus is like a pursuer
and we can kill it like any other pursuer until it emerges from the womb. The problem is that this line of argument was
rejected by the gemara!! How can the Rambam use it in the halacha!!?8 Is the heter to kill a fetus based on the fetus not
being ‘alive’ or it being a ‘pursuer’ (which implies that the fetus IS alive/a ‘person’)?
One resolution is that the Rambam effectively needs both criteria to be satisfied before the fetus may be killed:- (i) the fetus must be
pre-’nefesh’; and (ii) must also be a pursuer (or at least a quasi-pursuer). Based on this understanding, some poskim make a
distinction between a pregnancy which directly threatens the mother’s life, where abortion would be allowed, and a situation where the
pregnancy exacerbates an existing condition in the mother (e.g. organ failure) where it is less easy to permit the abortion. We do not
invoke the heter of ‘rodef’ where the risk is indirect. For example, if A is in line to take the last dose of life-saving medicine and B, who
is standing behind him, will therefore die, A is not considered a rodef who can be killed to save B!
Another resolution is that there are three stages for the Rambam. (i) Before fetal engagement (where the widest part of the baby's
presenting part (usually the head) enters the pelvic brim), the fetus is simply ‘part of the mother’ and abortion is permitted to save the
mother on the grounds that the fetus is not ‘alive’; (ii) After fetal engagement, but before birth, the fetus has ceased to be part of the
mother and killing it to save the mother is permitted on the joint grounds that the fetus is not yet alive and is a quasi-pursuer. (iii) After
partial emergence, the baby IS considered alive and the weak ground of quasi-pursuer alone is not enough to permit an abortion, even
to save the mother.
Another implication to the Rodef analysis is the situation where the baby MAY be a threat to the life of the mother. A Rodef may be
killed preemptively only if there is a clear and present danger. As such, if the baby may or may not threaten the life of the mother - and
one would have to determine the relevant statistical cut off - the Rodef rule will not apply to the fetus. On the other hand, if the principal
operative factor is that the fetus is not ‘alive’ and terminating the fetus is not murder, just as we mandate breaking almost every Torah
prohibition even if there is a small likelihood of danger to life, so too here we will permit terminating the fetus.

8. Assuming that he does!!! In fact the Rambam NEVER said that a baby was a Rodef. He said - ;surf - like a Rodef ie a quasi-Rodef, which fits well with the Gemara.
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Note: as we saw in Part 1, all authorities agree that, in the case of non-Jews, abortion is a capital crime. Is this a product of the status
of the person carrying out the abortion, or does it reflect the status of the child? Is the non-Jewish fetus a fully fledged human being
which cannot be killed, even to save the mother. Or, on the other hand, perhaps the status of ALL fetuses is still ‘pre-human’, in which
case it may well be permitted for a Jewish doctor to terminate the fetus to save the mother on the basis of the above analysis. It is
therefore more questionable whether a non-Jewish fetus may be aborted to save the life of the mother.
CONCLUSIONS9
• Where the fetus itself is causing a definite danger to the mother’s life all authorities allow a Jewish doctor to abort the fetus at any
stage up to birth.
• Where the fetus is aggravating a secondary threat to the mother’s life, many authorities will allow the fetus to be aborted but some
will not, even to save the life of the mother.
• Where the fetus is causing a possible danger to the mother’s life, many authorities will not allow a late-stage abortion. However, an
abortion before 40 days in these circumstance will be allowed. Some authorities would allow abortions in this category up to 3
months.

F] ABORTION TO SAVE THE MOTHER’S LIFE WHERE THE FETUS HAS PARTIALLY
EMERGED BUT WILL DIE IN ANY EVENT
,hnvk r,una rapt inmgn ovhba u,unh u,hnb tkaf ot kct /ukumbh ovhbaa ut skuv kmbh otv ,un,af raptac kb uvhn
hrfc ic gcas vagnfu unt pfg khmvk hsf skuv

11.

u:z ,ukvt kg ktrah ,trp,

If we are presented with choice of the mother or the baby, the halachot discussed above assume that we will at least be
able to save the baby, even if the mother may die. Where the baby will die in any event, the Tiferet Yisrael on the Mishna
in Ohalot compares the case to the story of Sheva ben Bichri
Sheva ben Bichri was a rebel against David Hamelech who was guilty of a capital crime. He escaped to a town and claimed sanctuary
there. Yoav, commander in chief of the army, besieged the town and demanded that they hand over Sheva ben Bichri, or he would
destroy the town and kill it’s inhabitants.

/ofkuf ,t ihdruv ubt hrv utk otu u,ut durvbu ofn sjt ubk ub, urntu ohud ivk ugdpu lrsc ihfkvn uhva ost hbc
hcr rnt /udrvhh tku u,ut urxnh - hrfc ic gca iudf - sjt ivk usjhh /ktrahn ,jt apb urxnh tk ihdrvb ikuf ukhpt
hrfc ic gcaf v,hn chhj ubhta hp kg ;t rnt ibjuh hcru /hrfc ic gcaf v,hn chhj tvha tuvu ahek ic iugna

12.

s"v j erp ,unur, ,fxn hnkaurh sunk,

A group of people may not hand over another person to be killed, even in order to save multiple lives. However, if the
murderers specify an individual to be handed over, it is permitted to hand them over. Chazal differ as to whether the
person handed over to be killed must be guilty or not. R. Yochanan rules that, provided the individual is ‘specified’ he
may be handed over for death, even if innocent. The Rishonim are divided as to whether the halacha follows R.
Yochanan or Reish Lakish.
In the medical context, if we follow R. Yochanan and the fetus is the one who is threatening both lives, the fetus may be ‘handed over’
for death to save the mother. Many poskim object to this comparison on a number of grounds including: (i) the fetus is not a real
‘pursuer’ as pointed out above -the ‘pursuit’ is a natural birth process; (ii) The case of Sheva ben Bichri is where there will inevitably be
a murder. The abortion scenario does not inevitably involve a murder - why should we not say here: ‘better two deaths than one
murder?’
CONCLUSIONS
• Where the fetus is endangering the mother’s life and, in the event of the mother’s death, both mother and fetus will die, some
authorities will allow an abortion even if the baby has partially emerged.

9. As noted above, nothing in these shiurim should be considered to be a halachic ruling. A competent halachic authority must be consulted on all practical issues.
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G] ABORTION OF A DEFORMED FETUS
• As we saw above, Rav Moshe Feinstein regarded abortion as murder10 and was unwilling to consider abortion, even of a severely
deformed fetus, unless there was danger to the life of the mother. As such, a deformed or disabled would be treated no differently to
any other fetus.
• The Tzitz Eliezer took a much more lenient approach which permitted abortion in the event of grave abnormality, in some cases up to
6 months.
• Most poskim today fall somewhere between R’ Moshe and The Tzitz Eliezer and permit abortion in the event of some grave
abnormality, but only in early stages.
• Most poskim would allow an abortion in these situations of a pre-40 day embryo.
• Rav Waldenberg brings many persuasive arguments and other poskim11 who support his position and expresses astonishment that
Rav Moshe had not seen and take account of them! Rav Moshe dismisses them all and has his own understanding of the sources.12
• The mental and physical health of the mother would be taken into account in this situation - see below.
Rav Avraham Steinberg summarized the positions of Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach:

13.

Rabbi Auerbach prohibits the abortion of a Tay Sachs fetus13 but allows the abortion of an anencephalic fetus.14 In cases of
multifetal pregnancy such as quadruplets or more, he permits the selective abortion of some of the fetuses to save the mother
and the other fetuses.15 Rabbi Auerbach rules that an anesthesiologist is forbidden to give anesthesia to a woman for an
abortion that is halachically prohibited, even if he may lose his job.16 An expert in ultrasound should not perform an
ultrasound examination for a forbidden abortion but need not lose his job because of it.17 Finally, Rabbi Auerbach permits an
autopsy of an abortus after repeated miscarriage in order to determine the reason for the repeated miscarriage.18

H] ABORTION TO IMPROVE THE MOTHER’S HEALTH
• If abortion constitutes murder, there is no way to permit it in order to save pain or health.
• If, however, the prohibition is wasting seed, many authorities (including R. Ya’akov Emden - 18C) hold that there is no prohibition of
wasting seed if the ‘wasting’ is for a productive purpose - here to stop the illness of the mother. R. Ben-Tzion Uziel (20C Sefardi Chief
Rabbi of Israel) permitted an abortion, even in late stages (until birth), when the pregnancy would cause the deafness of the mother.
• Similarly, if the prohibition is wounding, there is no prohibition to cause a wound when this is done for the overall well-being of the
mother (as in any operation).
CONCLUSIONS
• Permission to abort a fetus on the grounds of the health of the mother will depend on (a) the reason accepted by that posek for the
prohibition of abortion; and (b) the stage of the pregnancy. As noted in Part 1, pre-40 days gestation the halachic situation is much
more lenient.
10. Rav Issur Yehuda Unterman learns that abortion is ‘avizreihu’ of murder. This is in most situations equivalent to murder but may have different applications if someone is asked to
die rather than commit an abortion. One may not be required to die for ‘avizreihu’.
11. In particular, the Maharit, R. Yaakov Emden, the Ben Ish Chai and others.
12. This stems in large part from the different methodologies of the two. Rav Waldenberg ascribes significant weight to authority and precedent. Rav Moshe has a different mesorah in
psak which he outlines in different places. His mesorah, from the Vilna Gaon, is to assess the sources and analyses them afresh, even if that means that he comes to a different view
to other poskim, even Rishonim! He may then give a broad justification for his sevara, even if this is strained or forced. See the interview of R. Dovid Cohen on Headlines May 28,
2016, written up in Headlines 2, Dovid Lichtenstein, p302.
13. Nishmat Avraham, Choshen Mishpat 425:1:15.
14. Ibid. Orach Chayim 330:5.
15. Ibid. Choshen Mishpat 425:1:21
16. Nishmat Avraham, vol. 4, Orach Chayim 656:2.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid. Yoreh De’ah 349:2:4.
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I] ABORTION TO IMPROVE THE MOTHER’S MENTAL HEALTH
Some psychiatric conditions will be considered to be a life-threatening risk, if there is a serious risk of suicide. The issue will therefore
depend on psychiatric assessment. Stress or mental imbalance short of suicide risk will often not justify abortion, although, as above,
this will depend on (a) the reason accepted by the relevant posek for the prohibition; and (b) the stage of the pregnancy.19

uvn /tnuxc tfhrm tk - !tyhap /rbv ,t vk ,eksn v,rhcj - rbk vfhrm v,hv ot :rn rnt ////wufu vatv ,t ihskhn
v,gs tc,hn hcu,ht :ik gnan te 'ruxt - thzj tks iuhf :tnh,s

14.
:jfe ,ca

We break Shabbat on a Torah level to calm a blind woman giving birth by turning on a light, even though the impact on
her is purely psychological.

vzn kusd rgm lk ihts hra ost hbc ihc lkhk ahhc,na tkt rjt rgm uk iht otu - urgm khcac

15.

:b ,ca ,upxu,

Halacha treats mental health issues as seriously, if not more seriously, than other health issues.

J] ABORTION OF A MAMZER FETUS
.rtv og kusd ivfk osue ofj shnk, rznn - .rtv og kusd ivfu ofj shnk, rznn vhv ot

16.
/dh ,uhruv

The mamzer is not to suffer any discrimination due to his yichus, other than the halachic restrictions on whom he is
allowed to marry. A mamzer talmid chacham has priority even over a Cohen Gadol who is an ignoramus.
Most poskim hold that a mamzer fetus is to be treated no differently to any other fetus. However, the mental and physical health of the
mother would be taken into account in this situation, as in any pregnancy. Rav Yaakov Emden permitted this.

19. Rabbi Avraham Steinberg relates that Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach would assess each woman individually to understand her psychological situation. Later in life, he declined to
rule on such issues as he stated that he was too old to truly understand the mental state of a young pregnant woman.
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